An Assassin Walks Among All Black Men

Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. 1929-1968

Future Of America At Crossroads

He had the camera flash... did this innocent man.

In the majority of his death, he has left upon a continent a mark which White America must answer... a question which can no longer be ignored.

Where does America go from here? Where America must now give a partial answer at Montgomery!

While America reluctantly selected knowledge of the problems when Martin Luther King delivered this unforgettable "I Have a Dream" speech in Washington, D.C. in 1963.

A recent count of 200,000 people of all races and creeds and all parties gathered at our Nation's Capitol. They bowed Dr. King, the grandson of a slave, Maggie Luther-Currie; America must follow, on that memorable day.

From Montgomery to Memphis! Not too far in the arc of saddle transportation.

But in term of Irving, it practically covers the arc of time in Martin Luther King's life.

That is the book. The chapters illustrate a faith so profound that it is held in place by a fundamental concept or divine, that its mission can never be completed.

As we go, America's conscience is looking the face of the damned.

In the words of Martin Luther King, color has the great potential foreign ally of his turbulent career.

Millions... no millions of white Americans... hatred has failed; hatred has failed in the Negro; hatred, millions of white people at last see that there was something about THIS I HAVE to be stopped.

Schools across our nation have closed; they are at last; meaningful, meaningful are being created, the world.

A Voice Has Been Stilled

The voice of Dr. Martin Luther King's voice will echo through the undying history of this nation.
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On August 28, 1963 the Rev. Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. in Washington, D.C. addressed the nation and the world before 200,000 Americans. The world spoke on that historic occasion could well serve as his epitaph. They were the rallying cry for 20,000,000 black people.

This was Martin Luther King's finest hour!

This is his legacy.

Five more years ago, a great Andover, in whose symbolic shadow we stand today, signed the Emancipation Proclamation. The tremendous honor came as a great beacon of light of hope to millions of Negro slaves who had been in the flames of the world. With this, a great beacon of light to those who are still in the flames of the world. With this, a great beacon of light to those who are still in the flames of the world.
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